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Romeo Y Julieta Deluxe #2 

  

Developed in 1875 by Inocencio Alvarez and Mannin Garcia, this 

brand immediately showed its quality by winning gold medals in 
four universal expositions between 1885 and 1900. However, it 

really took off after its acquisition in 1903 by Jose Rodriguez 

Fernandez. Named for the lovers in William Shakespeare's tragedy 
of the same name, the brand also is traditionally credited with the 

introduction of the "Churchill" shape in honor of the British political 

leader Winston Churchill. Fernandez promoted his brand with 
endless energy and at one time, his Rodriguez, Arguelles y Cia. 

Factory produced upward of 2,000 different cigar bands, 

personalized for their very best customers. Fernandez died at age 88 
in 1954, but his efforts survive him, as his full-flavored Romeo y 

Julieta brand is one of the most widely known and appreciated in the 

world today. 
  

Looking over this great cigar it has a nice dark oily dark wrapper 

with no soft spots and no noticeable big veins to speech of. The 
aroma from this cigar has the classic smell of stables and cedar. 

  

Moving on to the light, there was no problem, it lights up nice with 
no tight draw and ample amount of smoke. The flavor has a constant 

soft cedar with some roasted nuts. The cigar held a nice grey ash up 

to about a inch before is fell off, perfect burn with no touchups so 
far. 

  

The second half of the cigar was just as great, not too much changed 
in the flavor profile except that there was a small amount of what I 

would describe as woodiness with a hint of coffee that came through 

close to the end. The burn was great, nice and even, no touch ups and 
I had absolutely no problems with the draw great cigar all the way 

around which is what we should expect from Romeo Y Julieta. 
  

Over all I have no complaints about this cigar. It had a great draw 



and constant flavor while producing ample amounts of smoke 
throughout the entire cigar. So if you would like a cigar that 

produces constant flavors and smoke this should be on your list to 

try. 
  

Country: Dominican Republic 

Wrapper: Indonesia 
Binder: Dominican Republic 

Strength: Medium 

Size: 6 x 50 
Smoke Time: 1 hour  
  

  
Reviewed by Justin Aughenbaugh 

  

  

Just remember to stop in to the Westside Smoke Shop for all of your tobacco 

needs! If we do not carry a cigar you would like, just let us know and we will 

do our best to get it for you. For those of you that have not been in our tobacco 

shop, we carry all your tobacco needs including everything you need to roll 

your own cigarettes and a full walk-in humidor in the Waite Park and Baxter 

locations. We also now are carrying electronic cigarettes and supplies in our 

Waite Park and Baxter stores. So stop on by and we would be happy to 

answer any questions you may have. 

Westside Liquor 

45 Waite Ave N, Waite Park, MN 
(320) 253-9511 

Check out our website at  

www.westsideliquor.com  

 

Westside Liquor has locations in Waite Park, Baxter, St Cloud, Little Falls, Rice, Sartell 

 

  

  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001ipE0KRd_DMaGbFKGb9gnMvfkvd8VwIhMBLv8__SstwqQ5q_yavN6oorlKYeG-CmYtU434urN1YnShBzlgA2exB2TGLNaHwLpCQKw_ccNOf10AjKP0hjOMH5fRgTBWY6a

